Euphonium Audition Excerpts: Grace Ho Scholarship

Scales:

**B Major** $\text{\textit{\textsc{j}} = 96}$

![B Major scale diagram]

**G\# Melodic Minor** $\text{\textit{\textsc{j}} = 96}$

![G\# Melodic Minor scale diagram]

**Chromatic** $\text{\textit{\textsc{j}} = 96}$

![Chromatic scale diagram]
Excerpts: (Must play both)

- **Note that in mm 15 beat 2 of “Suite Francaise” the note is Ab.**

Suite Francaise, Darius Milhaud
III. Ile de France
Play entire excerpt

---

Star Wars Trilogy, John Williams arr. Donald Hunsberger
I. The Imperial March (Darth Vader’s Theme)
Play entire excerpt

With menacing force, mm. = 96-100